2020 Young Lawyers Virtual Summer Program
Young lawyer participants completed eight weeks of networking
activities that enhanced their understanding of World Law Group
and collaboration potential within the network. We had fun and
hope your members did too.

Participant Feedback
Net Promotor Scores tell us whether participants are likely to
promote or detract future participants from the program.
Fortunately, we have promotors and here’s what they had to say.

“I thoroughly enjoyed the program, opportunity and platform to
connect with other professionals. I hope to keep in touch with the
people I met.”
“The Open Mic session was the highlight of the program. I am
deeply grateful for the candid stories about challenges my mentor
shared about their career.”
“The pen pal arrangements have allowed me to meet people and
learn about other legal systems and cultures. Some have already
become friends and we will stay in touch.”
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Pen Pal Pairings – 1:1 pairing between participants to promote networking and exchange
of experiences
Speed Networking Sessions – three 15-minute randomized networking sessions
Business Development & Marketing Session – podcast-style discussion with two marketing
& BD professionals
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Open Mic Mentor Calls – 1-hour small group mentorship conversations with senior WLG
member lawyers

What Next?

Regional Round Table Sessions — 2-3-minute updates provided by each participant on
their jurisdiction

•
•
•
•

Introduce the person responsible for young lawyer programs in your firm to Ashley LeCroy.
Encourage involvement of your young lawyers in practice groups and WLG events.
Consider exchanging with other highly engaged firms in the International Exchange Program or Global
Internship Program.
Promote WLG LinkedIn and Young Lawyers Forum with your young lawyers as a place for resources.

